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Materials
Shell: smooth batch-dyed
polypropylene
Frame: tubular chrome-plated steel
Arms: smooth batch-dyed
polypropylene
Table: laminated stratified H.P.L

reached level
UNI 8582/84 positiv
UNI 8584/84 5
UNI 8585/84 5
UNI 8586/84 5
UNI 8587/84 5
UNI 8590/84 5
UNI 9083/87 5
UNI 9088/87 5
UNI 9089/87 5

Maui Vico Magistretti

Its elegant lines, sober colours and practical usage make Maui an extremely
versatile chair, capable of satisfying the widest demands of the business and
residential market. 
Maui chairs form a family rich in chromatic and formal variations, able to meet
specific needs in communal areas, such as offices, workshops, waiting rooms,
bars and restaurants, lecture and meeting halls, or in home environments, such
as the dining room, the children's bedrooms and the study.  
The unitised polypropylene seat/back is attached to a chromed steel structure.
Thanks to its design, the Maui chair can be stacked up to seven or five high. It
can also be coupled with other chairs of the same type in endless rows by means
of a simple rear hook.
Available versions include: supplied with and without armrests in a matching
colour to the seat and as a chair with folding tablet arm in black. 
The family of Maui chairs is complete with the addition of the self-extinguishing
version.  
Frequently requested for businesses, this item is finally able to satisfy the highest
demands of even the most specialized contract.

width height depth seat arm weight
height height kg

2870

55 77 52 45 4,900

2871
4 items packaging

2891
self-extinguishing chair

2872

58 77 52 45 66 5,700

2874

chair
66 77 52 45 71 7,000

tablet arm
36 26

packaging quantity weight kg volume m3

2870 2 12,600 0,307
2871 4 23,000 0,390
2891 4 23,000 0,390
2872 2 14,500 0,307
2874 2 17,600 0,307
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